
AN ANALYSIS OF RUBASHOVS ACTIONS IN DARKNESS AT NOON BY

ARTHUR KOESTLER

This is a book review of Arthur Koestler's historical fiction work, Darkness At Noon . The novel focuses on main
character Rubashov, as he goes.

It set a precedent for dictatorial and oppressive totalitarianism that, although later Soviet leaders did not
approach the extremes of the late s, failed to die with Stalin in  Whereas More meant his Utopia to be a
critique of the system and measure and teaching on morality, maybe comparable to the biblical Ten
Commandments, Utopias were taken literally, as political maxims. Cesarani writes: "The novel was regarded
as a potent anti-Communist weapon from the s to the s when, alongside Orwell's Animal Farm and , it was a
set text in schools in the USA and Britain. While the Mensheviks tended to support gradual reform and
democracy, the Bolsheviks under Lenin favored revolution in order to achieve the goals of Marxism. Schwarz
writes in his book The Russian Revolution of The Workers' Movement and the Formation of Bolshevism and
Menshevism, "Bolshevism logically developed dictatorial conceptions and practices; Menshevism remained
thoroughly democratic. The plot of Darkness at Noon, such as it is, concerns the imprisonment, interrogation,
and execution of an erstwhile revolutionary leader whose efforts to institute a truly humane form of
government bore fruit in the establishment of the terroristic, totalitarian regime by which he now stands
condemned. Rubashov is sent to Belgium to enforce Party discipline among the dock workers. There are
shortages of almost every type of product, and widespread suffering. It is only seen as a minute part of the
masses. Today: The Russian military is underfunded and taxed by the war against rebels in Chechnya, but
Russia has the second-most powerful nuclear arsenal in the world. He believes that Ivanov is responsible for
the intentional dragging of Bogrov in front of his cell to play mind games. Communism was not realizable
because it neglected human nature. Then, after three months of quiet work in the South of France, came the
next hurdle: on September 3 the War broke out, and on October 2 I was arrested by the French police. Koestler
uses Rip Van Winkle as a flashback to the noble form of socialism compatible with conventional morality,
with which he deeply sympathizes. That is the first commandment for us [the communists]"  Koestler finally
arrived in London, and the book was published there in early  In a postscript to the novel, Koestler emphasizes
that even though it grew out of his own experiences as a member of and gradual defector from the Communist
party during the s, his central concern in writing it transcended the issue of communism itself: Darkness at
Noon is the second novel of a trilogy which revolves around the central theme of revolutionary ethics, and of
political ethics in general: the problem whether, or to what extent, a noble end justifies ignoble means, and the
related conflict between morality and expediency. He hopes that although some of his actions have been
disgusting and depraved, they will be viewed as necessary and that he will receive some kind of historical
absolution from them. Consequently, given that communism could actually be realized, it is even justifiable to
say that it would be wrong to do so Jenkins  From this point, the narrative switches back and forth between his
current life as a political prisoner and his past life as one of the Party elite. London: Geoffry Bless Ltd.


